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[ Nov. 19: notes added in brackets on some 
pages to reflect what I said verbally. ] 



July 4: physicists at CERN outside Geneva 
described a discovery that appears to be 
“like the Higgs boson.” 
 

Two huge detectors, ATLAS and CMS, 
recorded and analyzed independent data. 
 
 ATLAS CMS 



Physicists discover 
a candidate for the 
boson Higgs 



Physicists discover 
a candidate for the 
boson Higgs 



High Energy Physics, aka  
Elementary Particle Physics: 
 
What are smallest building blocks of matter?  
 
What are the forces between them? 
 
Deep connections to cosmology and dark 
matter. 
 



Periodic table: atomic structure 

 

1913-1932: Each atom has electrons 
orbiting a nucleus made of protons and 
neutrons bound together by a newly 
discovered force, the “strong” force. 



Long, heroic story:  
neutrons and protons contain 
quarks, called up (u) and down (d). 
 

Neutron:             Proton:   
 

 
Quarks, electrons are “point-like”:  
no substructure (yet) observed. 
 
neutrino (ν): like electron, no electric charge. 
Together called leptons. 
 

 

      



So some point-like particles of matter are:    
up and down quark, neutrino, electron. 
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What is mass?  

1936: “Copy” of  electron,        
200 times more massive, 
was discovered: muon (µ).  
 

Muons from reactions 
initiated by particles from 
outer space are going 
through us now! 
 

Electrons and muons are 
important in Higgs search. 
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Over time, two complete 
“copies” , more massive 
but otherwise identical 
to the first set. 
 

“Who ordered that?” 
Complete mystery. 
 

[ We are looking for: 
1) Substructure 
2) 4th column ] 
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Important  
today 



Forces: a history of unification 
 

Apples fall to earth 
Planets orbit sun 
Moons orbit planets 
 

Electricity 
Magnetism 
Optics 
 
Weak force (1896,today’s topic) 
 
Strong force (holds nucleus together) 

} 
} 

Newton’s Universal 
Law of Gravity 

Electromagnetism } Electroweak
(with Higgs) 

[ Today’s talk focuses on the red items. ] 



“What in the World Is a Higgs Boson?” 
  

   What is the photon of electromagnetism?  
   What is the weak force? 
   What is mass? 
   What is the electroweak theory? 
   What is the Higgs field? the Higgs boson? 
   What did the experiments “see”? 
   What is there to do now? (Lots!) 
 

        

Electromagnetism } Electroweak
(with Higgs) Weak force 



Magnetic force field: 
iron filings around a 
bar magnet help 
visualize “field lines”. 

Electric force field:     
in nature and in a 
flashlight. 
 
 

What is a photon?  



In the 19th century, single electromagnetic 
force field. 
 

Ripples in the electromagnetic force field 
propagate out as waves. 
 

Radio waves.   Microwaves.            Light!  

What is a photon?  



Einstein’s Nobel-prize-winning insight: 
 
Light  waves consist of packets of energy 
(“quanta”) which we now call “photons”. 
 

What is a photon?  



“It seems to me that the 
observations are more 
readily understood if one 
assumes that the energy of 
light is discontinuously 
distributed in space… 
The energy of a light ray 
consists of energy quanta 
which are localized in space, 
which move without dividing, 
and which can only be 
produced and absorbed in 
complete units.” 

Einstein, Annalen der Physik, 1905 

Translation: Arons and Peppard, Amer. J. Phys, 1965 

Swiss citizen 
Albert Einstein 
working in 
Berne, 
Switzerland. 

What is a photon?  



Satyendra Nath Bose (India) 
sent paper to Einstein: 
 

Photons tend to clump  
together due to deep  
Quantum-Mechanical effect. 
 

Particles with this clumping  
property are called bosons. 
 

All force fields have energy quanta! 
Sometimes called “carriers” of forces.  
Force field quanta are all bosons. 
 

What is a photon?  



Photons are particles that have no mass!   
What? 
The most famous equation in physics is 
 
 
 
Does m = 0 mean E=0?   
 

No.  This famous equation is only a   
“special case” of the whole equation! 

What is a photon?  



E = mc2  is the energy of a particle at rest. 
If mass m is moving, with momentum p, then 

It is “legal” to put m=0 into this equation: 

This applies to photons and anything else 
moving at the speed of light. They have 
energy and momentum, but no mass! 

What is a photon?  



Unit for energy E (and mc2): electron-volt, eV  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

What is a photon?  

  

 Motion of air atom, room temp 
 

0.04 eV 
 

   

 Chemical reactions, per atom 
 

1 to few eV 
 

 

 Nuclear reactions, per atom million eV 
MeV 

  

 Rest energy mc2 of proton billion eV 
GeV (Giga) 

  

 Each proton in each LHC beam 4 trillion eV 
4 TeV 
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What is a photon?  

  

 Motion of air atom, room temp 
 

0.04 eV 
 

   

 Chemical reactions, per atom 
 

1 to few eV 
 

 

 Nuclear reactions, per atom million eV 
MeV 

  

 Rest energy mc2 of proton billion eV 
GeV (Giga) 

  

 Each proton in each LHC beam 4 trillion eV 
4 TeV 



 

Photons have a huge range of energies, 
from  
radio waves (millionth of eV or less)  
to  
gamma rays (billions of eV or more). 
 
Regardless of energy,  
symbol for photon is γ 

What is a photon?  



Q: How to make photons? 
 

A: Shake some electric charge:             
photons are created and emitted! 
 

Heat atoms, electrons are shaken. 
 

What is a photon?  



Radio broadcast antenna shakes electrons, 
emitting huge number of photons  
(millionth of eV each). 
 
 
 
 
We can detect them with receiving antenna.   
 
 

What is a photon?  



What is a photon?  

 
 

Photons do not 
shake back and 
forth long the 
direction of 
motion. 
 

[ This is a picture of the antennas (metal 
rods) I had live at the talk. The one in the 
background is plugged into the wall and 
has tubes that shake electrons and send out 
photons.  The one in the foreground has no 
power source.  The arriving photons shake 
charge back and forth the through the light 
bulb, lighting it up.  But when the 
receiving rod points toward the 
broadcasting rod, the bulb goes out.] 



 
 

Each photon is described by two numbers 
that specify the oscillation perpendicular 
to its motion. 
 

No third number for oscillations parallel to 
direction. 
 

Deeply related to photon having no mass. 
 

What is a photon?  



Q: How can we detect individual photons? 
A: It depends on the photon’s energy… 
 
 

Your eyes  
detect photons  
with energy   
1½ eV (red) to  
3 eV (violet). 
 
 

What is a photon?  



Artificial “electronic eyes” in CMS detect 
photons with energy 1 GeV to 1000 GeV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 80,000 “lead tungstate” crystals:                        
45% lead, 40% tungsten, and 15% oxygen. 

What is a photon?  



Forces: a history of unification 
 

Apples fall to earth 
Planets orbit sun 
Moons orbit planets 
 

Electricity 
Magnetism 
Optics 
 
Weak force (1896,today’s topic) 
 
Strong force (holds nucleus together) 

} 
} 

Newton’s Universal 
Law of Gravity 

Electromagnetism } Electroweak
(with Higgs) 

What is the weak force?  



1896 “photograph” by Becquerel in Paris 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image was caused by high-speed 
electrons dubbed beta-rays, first evidence 
of a new force of nature, the weak force. 
 
 
 

Film was       
in a drawer,   
in black paper 
with uranium 
on top. 

What is the weak force?  



Beta decay is a spontaneous change due to 
the weak force.  1934 view:                                            
neutron → proton + electron + neutrino.  
 
 
 

 
 
Number of protons in the nucleus changes: 
chemical element changes!   
 

Carbon-14 with 8 n, 6 p, changes to 
                           7 n, 7 p: nitrogen-14! 

      
          

What is the weak force?  



Beta decay,  
n → p + electron + neutrino, 
 
 
has an intermediate “virtual” step, 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
W bosons are the quanta of the weak force!  
Weak force changes n to p (and vice versa) 
by emitting W bosons.  
 

What is the weak force?  



Recall n and p are made from quarks. 
So yet deeper view of beta decay is: 
 
 
 
 
 
d → u  + electron + neutrino.  
 
 
 

 

      

What is the weak force?  



Weak force: present in all chemical and 
physical reactions of matter. 
   

So weak that we rarely notice it. 
 

But we would not be here without the weak 
force… 
 

 

What is the weak force?  



Weak force plays a crucial role in   
powering of the sun by strong force. 
 

Sun formed mostly from hydrogen: 
 

Sun shines by making helium, which  
has  neutrons in the nucleus.   
 
                                  helium 
 
 
 
Only the weak force changes protons into 
neutrons, so that the sun can shine! 

       

What is the weak force?  



Why is the weak force weak? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Very long story short:  The weak force 
appears weak because mass of W is large! 
 

If W mass were zero, weak force would be 
about same strength as EM force. 
 

What is the weak force?  



W bosons are massive:  mc2 = 80 GeV (!) 
 

Shake matter with a lot of energy to emit a 
W boson: First done at CERN, 1982-83. 
 

“Why is the weak force weak?” leads us to 
“Why do W bosons have a large mass?” 
 

Why do W bosons have any mass at all? 
 
 
 
 

What is the weak force?  



What do we mean by “mass”???  
Since Newton, measure of inertia. 
 

For composite object such as proton, 
mass is m = E/c2 , where E includes all 
the energies of the constituents. 
 
 
 
 
Most of mass of proton comes from 
kinetic energies of its constituents,        
not their masses. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

What is mass?  



“Origin of mass” of “point-like” particles 
(quarks, electrons, muons, W bosons), is 
the problem that leads to Higgs boson. 
 

There may be other “origins of mass” as 
well, for neutrinos, for dark matter! 
 

The problem leading to the Higgs boson 
was firstly about the masses of the quanta 
of the weak force. 
 
 

What is mass?  

       



In 1950’s, promising “Yang-Mills” theories 
for forces appeared to require that m=0:  
 

All force quanta, all elementary particles,  
had no mass, moved at the speed of light! 
 

1960: Sheldon Glashow wrote down a Yang-
Mills theory for combined equations of the 
electromagnetic and weak forces. 

What is the electroweak theory?  

Electromagnetism } Electroweak 
Weak force 



Start with two abstract forces: 
 

W force: 3 massless quanta 
   

B force: 1 massless quantum. 
 

Let the observed physical quanta with no 
electrical charge be mixtures! 
 
photon 

 
  

          Z0  
 

γ 

W¯ W0 W+ 

B0 

Z0 

What is the weak force?  

[ The fraction of the photon that is W0 is a new constant of nature introduced by Glashow, for “weak 
mixing”. I am using the modern value. (For experts: it is sin2θw. These are probabilities, not amplitudes.] 



There are then four force quanta for the 
combined “electroweak force”: 
 
 
 

These are the modern quanta, except  
THEY WERE ALL MASSLESS.  
And the forces’ strengths were about equal. 
 

Reality: W± are massive and associated    
“weak force” appears to be weak!  
 

And what’s this Z0 boson??? 
 

         

γ Z0 W¯ W+ 

What is the weak force?  



Massless particles, such as the photon, 
cannot oscillate along their direction of 
motion.  
Massive particles can. 
 
This caused big problems in the math – not 
enough variables. 
 

 
 

            
                                 

What is the weak force?  



Breakthrough ideas to allow non-zero 
masses, known as the “Higgs mechanism”, 
came from a lot of directions in the 1960’s. 
 

I use “Higgs” as a 
composite person  
(partly Peter Higgs). 

 
It all started from nothing: the vacuum! 
In classical physics, a vacuum exists in a 
volume where you remove all matter. 
 
 

What is the Higgs field?  

     



 

Quantum Field Theory: vacuum is teeming 
with quanta from force and matter fields.  
 

Key postulate of the “Higgs mechanism”: 
 

A new force field, the Higgs field, has an 
average value in the vacuum that became 
non-zero as the early universe cooled. 
 

Jargon: “spontaneous broken symmetry” 

What is the Higgs field?  



1967-68: Steven Weinberg and Abdus 
Salam took Glashow’s theory and added:  
 

A Higgs field with four parts, related in a 
particular way for a Yang-Mills theory.  
 

Then they introduced the non-zero average 
value of the Higgs field.  
 
 
 

 

What is the Higgs field?  



The four parts became: 
one massive Higgs boson          and  
 
three new massless bosons called 
“Goldstone” bosons. 
 
Now there was a double problem:          
four massless force quanta and           
three massless Goldstone bosons. 
 

 

What is the Higgs field?  



Math miracle:  
The three numbers describing Goldstone 
bosons become the description of the 
oscillations of the W+, W−, and Z0 in their 
directions of motion! 

What is the Higgs field?  



This is the “Higgs mechanism”!  
There was not a fourth Goldstone boson to 
do the same for the photon, so it stayed 
massless.  
 

The colloquial way theorists say it:         
“The W+, W−, and Z0 eat the Goldstone 
bosons and acquire a mass.” 
 
 
 
 

Cartoon by Flip Tanedo 

What is the Higgs field?  

           



Non-zero average value of the Higgs field 
can then also give masses to the quarks, 
electrons, muons – to all point-like 
particles. [Molasses analogy] 
 
This is often stated (much too loosely for 
my taste) as  
“The Higgs boson is the origin of mass” 

What is the Higgs field?  

        



Added bonus:  
 
Ever since the W boson was hypothesized, 
there had been a festering problem that the 
probability of two W’s hitting each other 
became greater than 1 (or incalculable) at 
high energy.   
 

This was also solved by the Higgs field! 
 

 

What is the Higgs field?  



Electroweak unification of 1967 was 
(finally!) the correct description of 
Becquerel’s 1896 discovery, and more! 
 
But… 
 

1967-1979: Rather slow reaction, followed 
by some confusion. 
 

Eventually all the dust settled, key 
prediction of Z0 (mass 91 GeV) was 
confirmed. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What is the Higgs field?  



Nobel prizes for theory of electroweak force 
 
1979: Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg   
 "for their contributions to the theory of the unified weak 
and electromagnetic interaction… including, inter alia, the 
prediction of the weak neutral current". 
 
1999: 't Hooft and Veltman "for elucidating the quantum 
structure of electroweak interactions in physics“ 
 
2008: half to Nambu "for the discovery of the mechanism 
of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomic physics" 
 

There was just one little loose end… 
 
 

What is the Higgs field?  

    



In spite of decades of attempts, 
there was no direct experimental 
confirmation or falsification of 
the Higgs field or the Higgs 
Boson!  
 
 

What do the experiments see?  



How to make Higgs bosons? 
 

Shake the Higgs field!  
 

Need some equipment…not film in a drawer. 
 

What do the experiments see?  

[ “You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”] 



In Switzerland and France outside Geneva: 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Large Hadron Collider. 
 

Large is an understatement! 
Hadrons referred to here are protons. 
Collide is what it does, as we will see. 

What do the experiments see?  



Tiny bunches of counter-circulating protons 
colliding head-on 20 million times a second, 
using E=mc2 to create massive particles. 



Air pressure lower than on the moon inside 
two 16-mile-long vacuum pipes.          
Magnets cooled by 100 tons of liquid helium, 
colder than outer space.     



ATLAS 
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Counter-circulating beams 
collide at heart of detectors: 

CMS 

What do the experiments see?  



In tiny volumes inside colliding protons,  
temperatures a billion times hotter than sun. 

  



Assembly of CMS What do the experiments see?  





INSERTION OF THE SILICON 
TRACKER 

What do the experiments see?  



2000 square feet of 
silicon wafers for 
“digital camera”. 

What do the experiments see?  



INSERTION OF THE SILICON 
TRACKER 

What do the experiments see?  



American participation (about 1/3 of total) 
• 1,700 scientists, students, engineers, technicians 
• 89 universities 
• 7 national labs, 1 supercomputing center 
• 32 states, Puerto Rico 

Eight UC Campuses 

What do the experiments see?  

The three highest  
Americans in CMS and  
ATLAS scientific leadership: 
from UCLA, UCI, UCSB 

 



First U.S. CMS Collaboration Meeting 

February, 1994, hosted by UCLA Physicists 



UCLA and CMS What do the experiments see?  

Muon detectors 



What do the experiments see?  March 31, 2010 



 
 
 
 
 
 
In a multi-step process, Higgs bosons are 
radiated from briefly-created W bosons 
and top quarks.  
 

Higgs bosons decay while still inside the 
debris of colliding protons. 
 

 
 
 

What do the experiments see?  

CMS 



LHC experiments look for five different 
classes of decay products, including: 
 

1) Decay to two Z0 bosons, which in 
     turn decay to electrons or muons. 
 
  
                                                 “Four-lepton 
                                                                                                     events” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Decay to two photons, γγ.  
 
 

What do the experiments see?  



We see the decay products of the particles 
we make.  How do we know the mass of a 
decayed particle?   

Measure the energies of the decay products 
and add them.  That’s E. 
 

Same for the products’ momenta – that’s p. 
 

Solve for m, called the “invariant mass”.   

What do the experiments see?  



Warmup: look at collision data  
resulting in two muons.  Look for:    

We take many such events and compute 
invariant mass of each muon pair.  

What do the experiments see?  



78 

u,d,s c b 

“background” 

Early LHC data: we plotted frequency of values of 
invariant mass of two muons (µ+µ−) 

Quickly reprised 50 years of HEP, then new territory.     

What do the experiments see?  

0 

   100 mµµc2  (GeV) 
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Look for  
 

What do the experiments see?  



July 4:  
We show frequency of invariant mass for 
each four-lepton event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS, ATLAS both see excess near 125 GeV! 
 
 

What do the experiments see?  



Search for Higgs Boson decay to two photons 
We use the 80,000 crystals to measure energy 
and direction. (E=pc) 

What do the experiments see?  

Two photons in aftermath of proton-proton 
collision: calculate invariant mass mγγ . 



Template 
 
blocks 
 
 
 

What do the experiments see?  



July 4:  
CMS, ATLAS both see excess near 125 GeV! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS and ATLAS each 
conclude “observation” 
of a new particle! 
CERN announces discovery. 
 
 

What do the experiments see?  



What do the experiments see?  

Peer-reviewed papers:  
 
Observation of a new particle in the 
search for the Standard Model Higgs 
boson with the ATLAS detector at the 
LHC.  
“…compatible with the production and 
decay of the Standard Model Higgs 
boson.” 
 
Observation of a new boson at a mass 
of 125 GeV with the CMS experiment at 
the LHC 
“..consistent, within uncertainties, 
with expectations for the standard 
model Higgs boson.” 
 

   



“What in the World Is a Higgs Boson?” 
 

It’s the quantum of Higgs field. Higgs field:  
 

1) Allows the W and Z bosons (quanta of 
    weak force) to have mass, and thus  
2) Makes possible the unified theory of  
    the electromagnetic and weak forces. 
 
 
 
 
 

3) Gives mass to the quarks and leptons 
    (but all of it ???) 
 

Electromagnetism } Electroweak
(with Higgs) Weak force 



“What in the World Is a Higgs Boson?” 
 

We still don’t really know what it is! 
 

Is there 1 Higgs boson, or 5? 
Is it point-like, or composite? 
Are all probabilities as predicted, or not? 
Are angular distributions of decay 
products as predicted, or not? 
 

Red answer = “New Physics”! 
 

What next?  



Meanwhile our broad search for “New 
Physics” also continues: 
  
Supersymmetry,  
Dark matter,  
Substructure of “point-like” objects,  
New forces 
… a long list. 
 
(For my broad public lecture,  google 
Robert Cousins Big Bang Machine 2010) 

What next?  



Andromeda galaxy. 
Stars orbit too fast: 
there must  be “dark matter”. 

Might be new 
elementary 
particle:  
We are trying 
to make and 
observe them 
at LHC! 

© Robert Gendler http://www.robgendlerastropics.com 

What next?  



Search for new force quanta: 
Recall plot of invariant mass of two muons (µ+µ−) 

Look for new bump beyond Z0     

0 

   100 mµµc2  (GeV) 

??? 

What next?  



What next?  
Midway through 2012: still looking!  Update soon… 



Physicists discover 
a candidate for the 
boson Higgs 



 
We are grateful for the past and continuing support from 
over one hundred funding agencies world-wide that 
contribute to the physics program of the LHC.   
 
The key U.S. federal agencies are: 
 
 
 
 
All of the universities involved also support this 
research directly or indirectly, including of course UCLA. 
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	“Origin of mass” of “point-like” particles (quarks, electrons, muons, W bosons), is the problem that leads to Higgs boson.��There may be other “origins of mass” as well, for neutrinos, for dark matter!��The problem leading to the Higgs boson was firstly about the masses of the quanta of the weak force.��
	In 1950’s, promising “Yang-Mills” theories for forces appeared to require that m=0: ��All force quanta, all elementary particles, �had no mass, moved at the speed of light!��1960: Sheldon Glashow wrote down a Yang-Mills theory for combined equations of the electromagnetic and weak forces.
	Start with two abstract forces:��W force: 3 massless quanta�  �B force: 1 massless quantum.��Let the observed physical quanta with no electrical charge be mixtures!��photon�� �          Z0 �
	There are then four force quanta for the combined “electroweak force”:����These are the modern quanta, except  THEY WERE ALL MASSLESS. �And the forces’ strengths were about equal.��Reality: W are massive and associated    “weak force” appears to be weak! ��And what’s this Z0 boson???�
	Massless particles, such as the photon, cannot oscillate along their direction of motion. �Massive particles can.��This caused big problems in the math – not enough variables.���
	Breakthrough ideas to allow non-zero masses, known as the “Higgs mechanism”, came from a lot of directions in the 1960’s.��I use “Higgs” as a�composite person �(partly Peter Higgs).��It all started from nothing: the vacuum!�In classical physics, a vacuum exists in a volume where you remove all matter.��
	�Quantum Field Theory: vacuum is teeming with quanta from force and matter fields. ��Key postulate of the “Higgs mechanism”:��A new force field, the Higgs field, has an average value in the vacuum that became non-zero as the early universe cooled.��Jargon: “spontaneous broken symmetry”
	1967-68: Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam took Glashow’s theory and added: ��A Higgs field with four parts, related in a particular way for a Yang-Mills theory. ��Then they introduced the non-zero average value of the Higgs field. ����
	The four parts became:�one massive Higgs boson          and ��three new massless bosons called “Goldstone” bosons.��Now there was a double problem:          four massless force quanta and           three massless Goldstone bosons.��
	Math miracle: �The three numbers describing Goldstone bosons become the description of the oscillations of the W+, W−, and Z0 in their directions of motion!
	This is the “Higgs mechanism”! �There was not a fourth Goldstone boson to do the same for the photon, so it stayed massless. ��The colloquial way theorists say it:         “The W+, W−, and Z0 eat the Goldstone bosons and acquire a mass.”����
	Non-zero average value of the Higgs field can then also give masses to the quarks, electrons, muons – to all point-like particles. [Molasses analogy]��This is often stated (much too loosely for my taste) as �“The Higgs boson is the origin of mass”
	Added bonus: ��Ever since the W boson was hypothesized, there had been a festering problem that the probability of two W’s hitting each other became greater than 1 (or incalculable) at high energy.  ��This was also solved by the Higgs field!��
	Electroweak unification of 1967 was (finally!) the correct description of Becquerel’s 1896 discovery, and more!��But…��1967-1979: Rather slow reaction, followed by some confusion.��Eventually all the dust settled, key prediction of Z0 (mass 91 GeV) was confirmed.������
	Nobel prizes for theory of electroweak force��1979: Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg  � "for their contributions to the theory of the unified weak and electromagnetic interaction… including, inter alia, the prediction of the weak neutral current".��1999: 't Hooft and Veltman "for elucidating the quantum structure of electroweak interactions in physics“��2008: half to Nambu "for the discovery of the mechanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomic physics"��There was just one little loose end…��
	In spite of decades of attempts, there was no direct experimental confirmation or falsification of the Higgs field or the Higgs Boson! ��
	How to make Higgs bosons?��Shake the Higgs field! ��Need some equipment…not film in a drawer.�
	In Switzerland and France outside Geneva:� �������The Large Hadron Collider.��Large is an understatement!�Hadrons referred to here are protons.�Collide is what it does, as we will see.
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	March 31, 2010
	������In a multi-step process, Higgs bosons are radiated from briefly-created W bosons and top quarks. ��Higgs bosons decay while still inside the debris of colliding protons.����
	LHC experiments look for five different classes of decay products, including:��1) Decay to two Z0 bosons, which in�     turn decay to electrons or muons.�� �                                                 “Four-lepton�                                                                                                     events”�������2) Decay to two photons, . ��
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	Look for �
	July 4: �We show frequency of invariant mass for each four-lepton event.����������CMS, ATLAS both see excess near 125 GeV!��
	Search for Higgs Boson decay to two photons�We use the 80,000 crystals to measure energy and direction. (E=pc)
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	July 4: �CMS, ATLAS both see excess near 125 GeV!��������CMS and ATLAS each�conclude “observation”�of a new particle!�CERN announces discovery.��
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	“What in the World Is a Higgs Boson?”��It’s the quantum of Higgs field. Higgs field: ��1) Allows the W and Z bosons (quanta of�    weak force) to have mass, and thus �2) Makes possible the unified theory of �    the electromagnetic and weak forces.������3) Gives mass to the quarks and leptons�    (but all of it ???)�
	“What in the World Is a Higgs Boson?”��We still don’t really know what it is!��Is there 1 Higgs boson, or 5?�Is it point-like, or composite?�Are all probabilities as predicted, or not?�Are angular distributions of decay products as predicted, or not?��Red answer = “New Physics”!�
	Meanwhile our broad search for “New Physics” also continues:� �Supersymmetry, �Dark matter, �Substructure of “point-like” objects, �New forces�… a long list.��(For my broad public lecture,  google Robert Cousins Big Bang Machine 2010)
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	Lowering CMS to the underground cavern begins: November, 2006
	Magnet coil, 2/28/07
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	Neutrinos: As they do not feel EM or strong forces, they help us see why the interaction is called weak: ��Neutrinos made in the sun easily come right out, and most pass through the earth without interacting.  It took heroic efforts to detect these “solar neutrinos”.��From many angles, the question is: �“Why is the weak force weak???”�We need a Theory of the weak force…
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	The Nobel Prize in Physics 1999 was awarded jointly to Gerardus 't Hooft and Martinus J.G. Veltman "for elucidating the quantum structure of electroweak interactions in physics“��The Nobel Prize in Physics 1979 was awarded jointly to Sheldon Lee Glashow, Abdus Salam and Steven Weinberg "for their contributions to the theory of the unified weak and electromagnetic interaction between elementary particles, including, inter alia, the prediction of the weak neutral current".��The Nobel Prize in Physics 1903 was divided, one half awarded to Antoine Henri Becquerel "in recognition of the extraordinary services he has rendered by his discovery of spontaneous radioactivity"��From Salam’s Nobel Lecture, “If one has kept a count, I have so far mentioned around fifty theoreticians. As a failed experimenter, I have always felt envious of the ambience of large experimental teams and it gives me the greatest pleasure to acknowledge the direct or the indirect contributions of the “series of minds…”�
	It’s complex!
	It’s collaborative!
	����Quanta of electromagnetic force: photons.��Quanta of  weak force: W and Z bosons �(Crucial part of sun’s ability to “burn”.)�They are very massive.��Quanta of strong force: gluons Massless.��Quanta of gravitational force: gravitons (Never yet detected.)  Massless. ��All are bosons.��� �
	Jargon alert: the Yang-Mills idea grew out of earlier ideas having to do with changing sizes, called “gauges”.  The name stuck, and to this day, the principle is called “gauge invariance”, the theory is called “gauge theory”, and the quanta of the required force fields are called “gauge bosons”.�
	At these point, we need to a unit to quantify  amounts of energy E.  �We can use the same unit for mc2 and pc. ��Units of energy in everyday life: �    British thermal unit (gas bill) �    kilowatt-hour (electricity bill) �    calorie (energy from food).��None of these is used in subatomic physics.  �
	For energy, we use the electron-volt (eV):��Energy in eV to charge a battery by moving electrons from one pole to the other is: �(# of electrons moved) × (volts of battery)��But as we have little intuition for how many electrons are moved in charging a battery, let’s just dive into the sub-atomic world and develop our intuition there.�
	Accelerate beams of particles near to the speed of light to have high energy “E” of motion (kinetic energy).��Collide them with target or another beam.��Energy of beam particles is converted into mass (“m”) of new particles, according to 
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	What motivates all these people?�What common goals cut across so many nations and cultures?
	It’s a bit cluttered, so I will clean it up by choosing a “natural” way to measure distances.  �One can measure distances in feet, miles, meters, km, etc.  �One can measure time in seconds, weeks, years, etc. �The numerical value of c, and the units for it, depends on each combination chosen. �E.g., c = 299,792,458 meters/sec,               or 186 282 miles/sec�
	In relativity, the natural way to express distance is to say how long it takes light to that far.�This is a familiar concept: a (light) year is the distance that light travels in a year.�What’s the speed of light if we measure distance in (light) years?  �Well, it goes one (light) year per year, so the speed is 1.  It has no units, since�year/year cancels to give 1 without units.�In our field, we measure ditances in (light) seconds, and time in seconds, so the speed is again (1 sec)/(1sec) = 1, no units.��
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	New for us, but the earth sees it all the time
	Training tomorrow’s scientists
	Benefits of particle physics
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	��John Ellis: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG8g5JW64BA���docdb 3d pictures: https://cms-docdb.cern.ch/cgi-bin/PublicDocDB//ShowDocument?docid=11514
	Wilczek long lecture http://video.mit.edu/watch/the-origin-of-mass-and-the-feebleness-of-gravity-9082/�Dark energy_ negative pressure�Dark matter: no pressure�n, p, mass is 3% of universe�QCD explains 90% of that.�Zeroth law of Newton: mass is conserved�M = E/c^2 suggests inertia comes from energy?�Title of his first paper.��What to say about statistics?��T’hooft: higgs particle does not generate mass, that is folklore, not the way we thought about it.�http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVGknW4EaGA�
	H’tooft: problem was not only mass but rotation. particles rotate.�This spinning motion is so essential in the theories of forces, that to describe the mass while they are spinning was a problem.  Higgs particle a solution to that.�Emphasis on inference that W had spin 1.�Discussion of Cabbibo and why it showed WI universal�Yang and Robert Mills, 1954: just like EM, except when proton goes through it, it changes to neutron.  Generalized EM.  What happens to charge when p changes to n? The Yang-mills photons must carry charge.  Means photons couple to photons. Subtlety: if a spinning particles goes though YM field, it doesn’t change its spin if you measure along axis it is going, as it changes direction: helicity.  But this only holds if the particles are massless.  If has mass, ill-defined.  So whole argument of spin being conserved breaks down.  This is why original YM applied only to massless particles.�EM is long-range force: magnetic field lines in eclipse.  All YM force is long-range then, but weak was not.�Veltman, Feynman, glashow: just add a mass term.  But then can have multiple exchanges.  Diagrams : 00:58:41.  Veltman showed diagrams conservation of probability at two loops.��
	Need a new spin zero particle.  A particle that has mass and spin 1, it can rotate in three ways.  Photon can only rotate in two ways.�Discusses polarized sunglasses!  Extra degree of freedom for massive particle was not properly accounted for.��Higgs: (as in condensed matter)  said two ways to break symmetry.�Nambu first to connect CM physics to HEP.  Younger colleague gave his speech for him.  Example of cylinder bucking.��Higgs spont obtains length, distinguish electron from neutrino.�Also allows electron to get mass.  “can get a mass”.��But…what is length of this higgs vector?  Does nothing for SB, but can �oscillate, and that is the higgs particle.�Important question rarely touched on in talk:  why not keep length fixed?  Answer: go to higher energies, smaller diatances, field oscillates more strongly, can’t stop its length oscillating.  If you can’t do that, then theory runs out of control. But free to choose how much: free to choose its mass.��Weinberg did not attempt hadrons (would have needed GIM which did not yet exist.).�If not found: 1 up-higgs and 1 down-higgs  etc.�Higgs not responsible for mass: it is a necessary ingredient in a theory that has mass.�
	Force equations only obeyed the principles of Yang-Mills if m=0, i.e., if all the bosons, and all the quarks and leptons, had no mass and moved at the speed of light!��The breakthrough idea for the “fix” existed in 1963-4 in various versions, by P.W. Anderson (Bell Labs), F. Englert and �R. Brout (Brussels); Peter Higgs (Glasgow); Guralnik, Hagen, and Kibble (Imperial College, London).�Schwinger Nambu Goldstone Anderson Englert Brout Higgs Guralnik Hagen Kibble
	How this non-zero average may come about was discussed in the early sixties and part of yet another Nobel Prize, to Nambu in 2008 (!).
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	You may remember from algebra: to solve for two unknowns, you need two equations.  To solve for three unknowns, you need three equations.��If you have two unknowns and three equations, there is not a solution.��The force equations needed three more unknowns in order to describe the oscillations  along the direction of motion of the W+,  the W−, and the Z0.
	��What is a Theory slides
	What is a Theory? �Two nearly opposite meanings!��1) Conjecture or hypothesis, not yet tested.��2) A coherent, well-tested explanation of a large body of experimental facts.�We consider such Theories to be excellent (even if approximate) descriptions of nature, particularly in the domains where they are well-tested.
	Quantum Field Theory is Hard!��The connections between theory and experiment (aside from what particles and forces exist) lie in detailed predictions for the probabilities for various reactions taking place.  ��E.g., at the LHC, we have observed over a thousand trillion proton-proton collisions.�QFT predicts probabilities: what fractions of those collisions will have what reaction.
	Probabilities for each reaction must range from 0 to 1.�It makes sense to say that 1/5 of the collisions have a particular outcome.��It does not make sense to say that          −1/5 of the collisions have that outcome,  or 6/5 of the collisions have that outcome.��This turns out to be a very severe constraint on constructing a theory!  …especially when performing the “thought experiment” of yet higher energy beams.
	Principle of Relativity (Galileo, Einstein):��The laws of physics are the same in all inertial reference frames.��(An inertial reference frame is a coordinate system in which “an object at rest stays at rest”)��One has recipes for re-writing the results of measurements (height, speed, energy, etc.) in one frame in terms of the measurements in another frame.���
	Any acceptable Theory must obey the Principle of Relativity.��The revolution of Einstein’s “Relativity” was in changing the recipe.  ��Galileo’s recipe: A measurement of the time between two events would yield the same answer in both inertial frames. ��Einstein’s recipe: Speed of light is same in all reference frames! So time between events depends on reference frame.
	Experiments have long settled the issue in favor of Einstein’s recipe.��So builders of the weak interaction theory respected Einstein’s Relativity.��Another assumed constraint was a sort of mirror principle: �“The laws of physics are the same in a mirror world (swapping left and right) as they are in our world”.�
	Huge surprise in 1956:�Weak force violates this mirror principle!��This is very different from the other forces, such as electromagnetism.���
	Another principle: �The number of experimental facts explained by a Theory should be far greater than the number of adjustable “constants of nature” in the theory.��It was very hard  to learn how to write down Quantum Field Theories that do not have an infinite number of adjustable “constants of nature” to be determined by experiment.���
	1954: Yang and Mills note an old idea that:�The laws of forces should be “localized”:      the force on an object depends only on force fields where the object is located.��Deep in the abstract equations are unobservable variables, and this principle implies that these variables can have different values at each location. � �This principle drastically reduces the possibilities for allowed theories, and requires the existence of new force fields.
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	So “matter” was made from u, d, e, .
	The usual way to say this to the public is:��Postulate a new force field (now called the “Higgs field”) permeating all space.  ��When particles with m=0 travel through this force field, they are slowed down, in effect acquiring a mass, and thus obey E = mc2  !��But like all force fields, this “Higgs field” would have quanta, which are bosons – “Higgs bosons”!  ��Tonight I will try to do a little better.
	1967-1979: Very slow reaction, followed by some confusion.��Eventually all the dust settled, key prediction of Z0 was confirmed.����
	So did everyone rush to congratulate Weinberg and Salam?��Weinberg’s 1967 paper was cited �once in each of the next three years.��Yang-Mills theories were not getting a lot of attention, and the mathematical consistency was still unproven.�This  changed in 1971 (’t Hooft, student of Veltman)
	��The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model of the electroweak weak force got renewed attention.��But what about the Z0 ?  �It is an electrically neutral carrier of the weak force.
	The previously unnoticed Z0 was a key prediction of the theory.��There were (correct) experimental measurements that seemed to mean that the Z0, called “the weak neutral current”, did not exist!  ��This had a happy ending…Glashow et al figured it out.
	Compelling evidence for a reaction caused by the Z0 was claimed by CERN in 1973 (and confirmed in the U.S.).��Quarks were shaken hard enough to radiate W+, W−, Z0 bosons at CERN in 1982-83.��The theory says that mass of the W is (1−23%)  times mass of the Z0.�Mass of W  = 80 GeV, mass of Z0 = 91 GeV.  �It all fit together with many expt’l results!��
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	Why is the weak force so weak?�Is it related to electromagnetism?��The answers were a long time coming.��1896-1967: 71 years of expt and theory: correct equations reached.��1967-1983: 16 more years to confirm the major assumptions and predictions -- except one!�
	Crucial assumption: �New force field called the Higgs field. �Particle called Higgs Boson.��Extremely difficult to check.��“It had to be there” but… ��Became Santo Graal.����
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	��But! Values of quark and lepton masses are still unpredictable: expressed in terms of unpredictable couplings of the particles to the Higgs fields. ��We need to test experimentally…��

